Introduction
Spain has seven main autochthonous languages, currently recognized in different degrees: official (Spanish), co-official with Spanish in some of the areas where they are spoken (Catalan, Basque, Galician), locally recognized as co-official (Aranese), and not officially recognized (Asturian, Aragonese). Starting in medieval times, historical events consolidated Spanish as the language of culture in most of the regions forming presentday Spain. That fact gave rise to a diglossic situation in which Spanish was assumed as the high variety (used in official and written domains), while the other languages were relegated to low and spoken registers. Hence, whereas lexicography in Spanish shows a development very similar to other socially healthy Romance languages, the linguistic diglossia influenced the cultural development of the other languages mentioned above, and consequently also their lexicographic tradition. Except for Catalan, which managed to counteract the diglossic effect to a greater extent than the other languages, the lexicographic production of most of the minority languages in present-day Spain have been hindered for a long time by the social and political dominance of Spanish.
Spanish
The earliest works on the Spanish lexicon were medieval glosses, such as the Glosas Silenses (circa 10th century), and Mozarabic and Latin-Spanish alphabetical glossaries, which date between the 12th and 15th centuries. The Renaissance was characterized by the proliferation of Latin-Spanish dictionaries (which laid the foundations for later monolingual dictionaries), bilingual dictionaries between Spanish and other modern languages, and specialized vocabularies in areas like medicine or agriculture. A noteworthy work of that period is Universal vocabulario en latín y en romance by Alfonso de Palencia, published in 1490 and considered a link between medieval and modern lexicography. The most remarkable works are, however, the two dictionaries authored by Elio Antonio de Nebrija, which initiated a new lexicographic tradition. They are entitled Diccionario latino-español and Vocabulario español-latino, and were compiled in 1492 and 1495, respectively.
The earliest monolingual general dictionaries were compiled in the 17th century, Function-specific dictionaries (synonyms, inverse, terminology or neology), and bi-or multi-lingual dictionaries were also compiled at that period. A number of dictionaries were published in electronic format, like DRAE 1992 edition or Moliner. Moreover, RAE started working on corpus linguistics-based projects for lexicography, and now its two corpora of historic and contemporary Spanish (CORDE and CREA) are available online, together with a database system (called BusCon) for dictionary look-up.
Catalan
As in Spanish, medieval lexicography in Catalan is represented by glosses and
Latin-or Hebrew-Catalan alphabetical glossaries (14th-15th centuries). The Catalan
Renaissance also parallels the Spanish one in that it is characterized by the compilation of specialized glossaries, modern language bilingual vocabularies, and Latin-Catalan dictionaries. Within this period we find Joan Esteve Liber elegantiarum, appeared in 1489, which is the first Catalan vocabulary with lexicographic intention, and Gabriel Busa Diccionari llatí-català i català-llatí, 1507, based on the lexicographic work in Spanish by Nebrija. Onofre Pou dictionary, entitled Thesaurus puerilis and published in 1575, is also worth mentioning of that period given its influence in subsequent production.
At the end of the 15th century, political developments brought Catalan into an acute diglossic situation that led to the so-called Decadence. 
Asturian
The first known attempts to compile an Asturian dictionary were made in the 18 th century by Gaspar Melchor de Xovellanos, Francisco Caveda y Solares, and Carlos González de Posada. Their work, mostly now lost, remained unfinished and unpublished.
Language codification was also an important concern for 19th-century intellectuals in Asturies. Several of them, such as Juan Junquera Huergo and Julio Somoza, developed lexicographic work aiming at a standard dictionary, but this too remained unpublished.
Only dialectal compilations were published in that century, alongside with the first Asturian-Galician dictionary, Vocabulario de las palabras y frases bable, by Apolinar Rato y Hevia de Argüelles (1891), which has been widely criticized for its inaccuracy.
The first half of the 20th century featured other unpublished dictionaries (by 
